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THE  GEOMETRY  OF  CONVEX  CURVES  TENDING
TO   1   IN  THE  UNIT  DISC

U.   V.   SATYANARAYANA  AND   MAX   L.   WEISS

Abstract. Let f be & real convex function defined near 0',

/(0)=/'(0)=0, />0 otherwise. The family of curves, /(0) =

y(l—r), 0<y<œ, in the unit disc is investigated. The union of the

w* closures in the maximal ideal space of if00 of these curves is seen

to be a union of nontrivial parts and each such part is hit by the clo-

sure of each such curve. Using results of Hoffman and the Wermer

map onto such a part, nets in the disc tending to points of the part

are located on the curves as explicitly as can be expected. One

striking consequence of this coordinatization is the fact that the

closure of any such curve in a part is invariably the image under the

Wermer map of an oricycle. This is not true for the limiting case

of the family of Stolz rays at 1. Other detailed results of a similar

nature are derived.

1. Introduction and preliminaries. Let D be the open unit disc in the

complex plane. We assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with the

theory of Hm(D) as a function algebra including such basic concepts as

its maximal ideal space, the fiber S'y above 1, and the results of Hoffman's

work [2] on the parts of H*.

Using results in [2, §6], it is not difficult to see that two nontangential

curves in D tending to 1 have the same homomorphisms in 2X in their

closure if and only if they are tangent to each other at 1. Furthermore,

the collection of all nontangential homomorphisms is a union of non-

trivial parts each of which is hit by the closure of each Stolz ray. In

contrast, any two curves tending to 1 tangent on the same side to the

unit circle are, of course, tangent to each other but by no means need

to share homomorphisms or even parts of 3y in their closures. One

begins to see from [4] the wealth of possible behavior of Hx functions

along curves. It is shown there that if T is any upper tangential curve at 1

there is a Blaschke product B, whose only singularity is at 1, which tends

to zero along V. Consequently, there is a curve to 1 more tangential than

T along which B has cluster values of modulus 1 only.

Several kinds of questions arise naturally. How strong an "order of

contact" do two upper tangential curves have to have at 1 for their closures
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to be identical in Qx1 How "far apart" do such curves have to be for the

closures in 2X to be disjoint or at least different? Given an upper tan-

gential curve T, what corresponding family consists of curves which

represent exactly the same parts as F by their closures in 2X ? What does

the closure of a curve in a part look like? Some answers to these questions

follow from results of [2] phrased in terms of the pseudohyperbolic

metric, %.

Theorem (Hoffman). The natural extension of % to the maximal ideal

space of Hx is lower semicontinuous. If S and T are subsets of the disc D

and if a nontrivial ii.e., interpolating) homomorphism belongs to the closure

of each set, then the pseudohyperbolic distance iat 1) from S to T is zero.

Thus, combining the lower semicontinuity of % with Pick's theorem,

we see that if two curves have (pseudohyperbolic) Hausdorff distance

zero, then they have identical closures. The second statement of Hoffman's

theorem immediately shows when curves have different closures. From

this second statement it is shown in [3] that two sets represent the same

parts in their closures if and only if their Hausdorff distance is less than 1.

In this paper we will make these results explicit for the case of convex

curves to 1.

Before proceeding to the results of this paper we wish to indicate some

of the subtleties involved. For example, it is not immediately clear how to

measure the "order of contact" between two curves to obtain answers to

the above questions. Because of the possibility of wild oscillations of some

tangential curves we do not offer complete solutions, but restrict our-

selves to the family of convex curves at 1. Here even the choice of equa-

tion for such a curve is important. For example, let/(0) = exp(—0~l) and

consider the two upper tangential curves,/(ö)=(l —r) and /'(0) = 2(I — r).

We will see in §2 that these two curves have different closures in Sx.

However, if one measures the "order of contact" of these two curves by

studying the limit of Ojf~~lil—r) along the curves one easily computes that

in both cases this ratio tends to 1. That is, in one description the two

curves have the same "order of contact" but different closures while in

the other description they have the desired different "order of contact."

It can be further shown that the set of homomorphisms which are limits of

nets {rae'0!t} of the single "order of tangency", 0a//_1(l — rx)-*\ is a union

of parts. This gives a somewhat blurry contrast to the above-mentioned

situation for nontangential curves.

Given a real-valued continuous function /defined near 0 with /(0)=0,

/?£0 otherwise, we say that a curve V [a homomorphism h] has order

ifiy) provided/(0)/(l-r)—y as re"—1 along F  f/(ö.)/(l -r«)—y for
some net r„e'9*-+h], — co^y^oo. For nontangential approaches the single
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function f(0) = 0 suffices. In this paper we will be mainly concerned with

upper tangential approaches. We then naturally have/defined only near

0+,/(0)=/"(0)=0,/>0 otherwise and O^y <; oo. Let 3f denote the family

of all such functions for which / is, in addition, convex near 0+. For

/eJfandO^y^oo, let

A(f y) = [h e 9y.h has order (/, y)}

and for 0<y<oo let

r(f,y) = {re'e:f(d) = y(l - r)}.

Strictly speaking, the orders corresponding to y=0 or oo are not really

specific orders. For example, A(f, 0) consists of all upper tangential

homomorphisms which can be approached less tangentially than all

homomorphisms in A(f,y), 0<y<oo. Furthermore, there are homo-

morphisms in 2>y which in this sense have no definite order. From [1] we

see that the so-called upper barely tangential homomorphisms are in

A(f, y) if and only if y=0. Similarly, [4], if h is in the upper boundary of

Sly (relative to the union of the fibers above the unit circle), then h e

A(f, y) if and only if y=oo.

2. The results.    Given z0=r0e!fl° in D let

a(z0) =-U-á-: = iW1^,,
1 + 2r0 cos 60 + r„ M + z0/

, ,   .               2ru sin 0U                        ¡\ — z0\
b(z0) =- = —Im  -I.

1 + 2r0cos d0 + rl \1 + z0I

We first prove several technical lemmas.

Lemma 1.    Let za=/-œe!flot be a net in D tending to I. Let z0 e D and let

p^=(z*+z0)l(l +zxz0). Then,

(1 - p,)l(\ - r«) -+ a(z0),        if, - 0J/(1 - rf) -+ b(z0).

Proof.    This is easily computed beginning with the fact that

1 _ pe^-»x = (1 - r)[(r - zz0)/(r(l + zz0))].

Lemma 2.    Let fe ."Jf. Then, for any fixed constant k,

o-o+        f(0)

Proof. Since fis convex and /'(0)=0, there is a nondecreasing inte-

grable function g such that, near 0+, f(0)=$lg(x) dx. Since /'(0) = 0, g
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has essential limit zero at 0+. Then

fid + kfid))        1

Since
f(0)

e+k/i$) «

g(x) dx = 1 +-
fid) Jo f(0)Í

e i A/(e)

g(x) dx.

i   re

f(8) Jo
g(x) dx

the result follows.

|A.-|/(0)[ess sup{g(x):0 = x = max(6, 6 + kf(0))}]

-~ f(0)
-*0    asQ-*0<;

Lemma 3. Let za = rae'e,z, wx = pote"p" be two nets in D tending to 1 (with

the same directed set). Then, the distances %(zx, wx) tend to zero if and only if

(1 - r,)/(I - pj'-* 1    and    (0X - q,x)2l(l - OO - P.) - 0.

Proof.    If one analyzes the identity

,    _d + Od + p.)_
1 - X (z=» w«) =-;-;-

1 - ra                  » 1 - Pa  .  .        1 - cos(flg - yx)
- + 2f-a + ra- + 2rxpx -
1 - P. \-rm (1 - OO - p.)

the lemma is clear.

The next theorem is one of our basic computations.

Theorem 1. Let fe.X '. Let z(x=rae"><* be a net in D tending to 1 and w*

to the homomorphism h eí¡!x. Suppose h has order if, y), 0<y<oo. If r

is the Wermer map constructed in [2] of D onto the part of h such that

t(0)=/î, then, for any point z0=/-0e'e° in D, T(z0) = lima p'xe,(Px' where

ri = $u + biz„)fiOa)ly,        p'x = 1 -/(?/)fl(z0)/y.

Proof.    By a basic result of Hoffman [2], t(z()) = lim,, pxe"p* where

Pae^ = (z. + z0)/(l + zxz„).

Thus,  since %  is  lower semicontinuous  it  is sufficient to  show  that

lim lip/'1'*, p>'«V) = 0. First,

/(fl.) /(y.)"1-1i

-   Pa

I I    -Pa

a(zo) 1 - K y\ -raf(oa).

Using the fact that h has order (/, y), the definition of tp'x, and Lemmas 1

and 2 it is clear that (1 —pa)/(l —p'x)-*\. Second,
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Again, using Lemmas 1 and 2 and the result we just proved we see that

('Pa-tóW-pJO-p^O. Therefore, *(/»«/**, pW')-^ by Lemma 3.
We can see quickly from Theorem 1 that the approaches re'°-+\

"asymptotic" to the curve T(f, y) in the sense that/'(0)/(l —r)^-y give no

new homomorphisms. This is the content of the next theorem.

Theorem 2. For fe:%~ and 0<y<oo, A(f,y)—V(f,y')~—V(f,y)
where the bar denotes w* closure.

Proof. It is clear that the right-hand side of the equality is a subset

of the left. On the other hand, suppose he A(f,y), h = l\m r^e'6« with

f(Qx)l{\—r«)~+'y- Then, in the notation of Theorem 1, /; = T(0) = lim p'aeup^',

where for z0=0 we have ö(z0)=1, ¿(z0)=0 and çj^=0a, pa=l -y_1/(^).

Clearly, f(<p'a)l(l-p'a) = y so h e T(f,y)—-V(f,y) and the equality
follows.

We next give an answer to the question about the difference of the

closures in &y of two distinct curves T(f, y) and T(f, y'). This answer is

partly based on a result of Wortman [5, Theorem 3.6] from which it

immediately follows that every homomorphism in A(f, y) is nontrivial.

Theorem 3. Let fe:X', yj^y' in (0, co). Then, the set A(f,y)C\

A(f,y')=0.

Proof. Suppose h e A(f, y)nA(f y'). Then h is a nontrivial homo-

morphism. Using Theorem 2 and the second statement of Hoffman's

theorem in §1, there are nets rxe'a* on T(f,y) and pxe"p" on T(f,y')

tending to h with "xfr^e1**, pae"Pi')->0. By Lemma 3,

i-=LÄ_,    and        W'-VS      -»0.
1   -   Pa (1   -   Od   -   P.)

But we may write (omitting subscripts)

{0 - <pf
(1 -,-)(! - P) i -p. «[

f(0)lf(<p)
.{fir) - f(0))l(<r - ey

The first factor on the right equals y"1 and the second tends to 1. The

difference quotient in the third factor is bounded since/e $T. Keeping in

mind that the left-hand side tends to 0, we see that f(0)lf(cp)-*-l. How-

ever, f(0)lf(<p) = y(l—r)ly'(l—p)~>-yly' and we conclude that y=y'.
We are now in a position to discuss rather fully the implications of the

"coordinatizations" of the various parts given in Theorem 1. In the same

spirit as the above calculations it is straightforward to compute the

corresponding results for the Stolz curves. Let rae,8a—>7i in such a way that

0 J il—rx)—>y e (-co, co). Let t be the Wermer map onto the part of h
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such that t(0)=/i. Then, for any z0 e D

1(1 - a(z0)dJy)ei(e+M^m, y * 0,

r(ztí) _ liml(| _ a(ze)(i _ 0)e<6U.»(i-ra)j        y = 0;

= lim(l - o(z0)(l - ro¡)y^»uo))u-rx)_

Consequently, the closure of the nontangential curve 0 = y'(l—r) in the

part is the image under t of the circle

\       y + y /       \       y + y I      (y + y )

yx + y = -y, y' = -y,

which is one of the circles in the family of Steiner circles with centers on

x=yy and passing through (—1,0) and ((1 —y2)(l -l-y2)"1, — 2y(l + y2)-1).

Alsoy' = (y+Ä(z0))/u(z0).

One would expect the situation to be at least as complicated for the

family of curves Vif, y). However, as we shall see, the much studied

nontangential approaches rather than being the model for generalization

are in this case an anomaly.

We observe that for ¿£>0, the level curve aiz)=d is the oricycle, Cd,

internally tangent to the unit circle at — 1 whose cartesian equation is

ix + dl(l +d))2+y2= (1/(1 +d))2.

From Theorem 1 we see that given z0e D, tíz0) e Aif yla{z0)) since

f(<P*)l(l—p'*) = YlHzo\ Thus, the image of the oricycle, Ca(z¡¡), is con-

tained in A(f, y/a(z0)). On the other hand if t(z„) is nontrivial, and

t(zq) e A(fiy'), we see from Theorem 3 that y' = y¡a(z0) and thus the

image of CnU¡¡) contains A(f, y/a(z0)). The following corollaries should

by now be evident.

Theorem4.    LetfeX'andletA(f)=(j{A(fy):0<y<oo}. Then,

(1) Aif) is an open union of nontrivial parts.

(2) Each part in Aif) intersects the w* closure of each curve T(/, y),

0<y<oo.

(3) For each fixed y e (0, oo), h e Aif y), let r be the Wermer map of D

onto the part, £=£(/;), of h such that t(0)=/i. Then, for each y' e (0, oo),

Aify')nP = riCy/f).
Consequently, the w* closure of each curve, r(/, y), 0<y < co, intersects

each part of Aif) in the image under a Wermer map of an oricycle.

The level curve ¿>(z)=i/, — co<d<co, is the circle, //,,, tangent from

within D at — 1 to the real diameter whose equation is

(jr. + l)2 + i y - d-1)2 = d'2.
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With the notation of Theorem 1, each z0 e D lies on the intersection of

unique circles Caizo), HhX x. The net p'<te"e'*' tending to t(z0) is obtained by

advancing or retarding the original angle 0a to 0a + b(z0)f(6li)y~1 and then

choosing p'a so that pae"?^ e T(f, y\a(za)). In particular, the real diameter

of D corresponds to ¿>(z) = 0. Thus, the closure of each curve V(f, y')

intersects the r-image of the diameter in simply

fc' = lim(l -/(0>(zo)y-V9*.

It is possible now to return to the original technique involving the

pseudo-hyperbolic metric and compute the Hausdorff distance between

two curves T(f, y) and T(f, y').

Theorem 5. Let fe Jf', 0<y< oo. Given a homomorphism h e A(f, y),

for any 0<y'< oo and any h' e A(f, y')

X(h,h')^\(y-y')l(y + y')\

and there is exactly one such h' for which equality holds.

Consequently, the ipseudo-hyperbolic) Hausdorff distance (at 1) between

T(f, y) and V(f, y') is exactly \y-y'\l\y+y'\.

Proof. If A' is in a different part from h, the inequality certainly holds.

Otherwise, let t be the Wermer map of D onto the part, P, of h with

t(0)=/î. Let h' = r(z0). In [2] Hoffman proved that in case P is a non-

trivial part, t is an isometry. Thus, %(h, h') = x(r(0), t(z0))=/(0, z0)=r0.

Since y' = y/a(z0) we have

Y - Y'

y + y

and equality occurs if and only if za=(y — y')l(y + y') (=±r„) since the

oricycle CljY intersects the real diameter only at that point.

To verify the last assertion we show that the e pseudo-hyperbolic

sheath about T(f, y') contains a terminal arc of T(f, y) if e>

ly —y'|/|y+y'| and omits a terminal arc if e<\y—y'\l\y + y'\- The result

then follows upon interchanging the roles of y and y'.

Suppose g satisfies the first above-mentioned inequality but the s

sheath about F(f, y') fails to contain a terminal arc of T(f, y). Recall

that every sequence tending to 1 has an interpolating subsequence. Thus,

we may find a net raez9ot e F(f, y) which is omitted by the s sheath about

T(f, y') which tends to a nontrivial homomorphism h. In the notation of

a(z0) —

a(z0) +

r„ + cos 0n

1 + rn cos 0n
^ r0 = Xih, h'),
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Theorem   1   choose z0 = (y — y')l(y + y')  and  /i' = t(z0).  Then,  p'xel'f°- e

T(f, y') so using the first part of this theorem

e = Xirxe'\ ptf<) < X(ry\ Pxe^) + XiP,e">°, p^"*')

y - y'

y + y'
+ tíPS'"", p'ae">* ).

Taking a limit we obtain s^\y—y'|/|y + y'| which is a contradiction.

In the case that e<|y — y'|/|y+y'| suppose the e sheath about T(f y')

intersects F(/ y) arbitrarily close to 1. Then, we find a net rxe*e<* e T(f y)

tending to a nontrivial homomorphism h and corresponding points

r'xeie"' e F(/, y') tending, say, to h' with x(rxelB", r'xe'ex')<E. Using the first

part of the present theorem and the lower semicontinuity of/,

\(y - y')l(y + y')\ = x(h, li) = « < |(y - y')/(y + y')\:

again a contradiction.

Although we intended this note to contain only intrinsic results con-

cerning approaches along convex curves we cannot resist the following

application which generalizes the classical result that an //^ function

which tends to zero along the radius also tends to zero along each Stolz ray.

Theorem 7. Let fe Jf and let g be a bounded analytic function on D.

If g tends to 0 asymptotically along one curve Vif, y), 0<y<co, then it

tends to zero along all such curves.

Proof. If £ is any part in Aif), then g=0 on Aif y)r\P. The latter

set being the image of an oricycle under the Wermer map, t, from £» onto

£, the analytic function g ° t vanishes identically on £». That is, g = 0 on £

and therefore on A(f).
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